
Knitted Teddies: Over 15 Patterns for Well-
Dressed Bears
Knitted teddy bears are a classic toy that can be enjoyed by children and
adults alike. They are soft, cuddly, and can be made in a variety of shapes
and sizes. Best of all, they are relatively easy to knit, making them a great
project for beginners and experienced knitters alike.
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In this article, we will provide you with over 15 patterns for knitted teddy
bears. We will also give you tips on how to choose the right yarn and
stuffing, and how to add finishing touches like clothes and accessories.

Choosing the Right Yarn and Stuffing

The type of yarn you choose will affect the look and feel of your teddy bear.
For a soft, cuddly bear, choose a soft, fluffy yarn. For a more durable bear,
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choose a yarn with a tighter twist. You can also use a combination of yarns
to create a unique look.

The stuffing you choose will also affect the look and feel of your teddy bear.
For a soft, squishy bear, use a soft stuffing like polyester fiberfill. For a
more firm bear, use a firmer stuffing like wool or pellets.

Knitting the Teddy Bear

Once you have chosen your yarn and stuffing, you can start knitting your
teddy bear. There are many different patterns available, so you can choose
one that suits your skill level and desired look.

Most teddy bear patterns start with the head. The head is usually worked in
the round, using either circular needles or double-pointed needles. Once
the head is complete, you can knit the body, arms, and legs. The body is
usually worked flat, using straight needles. The arms and legs are usually
worked in the round.

Once all of the pieces are knitted, you can assemble the teddy bear. Start
by sewing the head to the body. Then, sew the arms and legs to the body.
Finally, add any finishing touches, such as clothes, accessories, and a
face.

Finishing Touches

Once your teddy bear is assembled, you can add finishing touches to make
it unique. You can dress your bear in clothes, such as a sweater, hat, or
scarf. You can also add accessories, such as a backpack, purse, or teddy
bear. And finally, you can give your bear a face by embroidering or sewing
on eyes, a nose, and a mouth.



With a little creativity, you can create a knitted teddy bear that is truly one-
of-a-kind.

Patterns for Knitted Teddy Bears

Here are over 15 patterns for knitted teddy bears:

Classic Teddy Bear by DROPS Design

Little Teddy Bear by PetiteKnit

Teddy Bear Toy by The Knitting Network

Teddy Bear (Free) by Yarnspirations

Vintage Teddy Bear by The Vintage Knitter

Teddy Bear with Sweater by Lanarte

Teddy Bear with Accessories by Drops Design

Teddy Bear Family by DROPS Design

Teddy Bears Picnic by Zweigart

Teddy Bear Trio by DROPS Design

Teddy Bear Trio 2 by DROPS Design

Teddy Bear Trio 3 by DROPS Design

Teddy Bear Trio 4 by DROPS Design

Teddy Bear Trio 5
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